
Dividend Futures Primer

The Metaurus Dividend Multiplier Strategy uses dividend futures contracts to replicate
exposure to S&P 500 Index dividend distributions. It is specifically designed to offset
any embedded leverage by holding sufficient cash and collateral to meet distribution
obligations regardless of market movements. This primer explains some features of
dividend futures and how they work inside the Strategy.
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The Metaurus Dividend Multiplier Strategy separates an equity index into two isolated components of return, a 
Dividend Component, and a Price Component.  Using the S&P 500 Index® as an example, investor capital is 
allocated between the two Components to pursue a multiple of the S&P 500’s dividend yield in exchange for modestly 
reduced exposure to the price return of the index.  The Dividend Component is comprised of long positions in the 
first three maturities of S&P 500 Annual Dividend futures contracts (traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange) 
plus cash collateral.  This research primer explains how dividend futures work inside the Strategy based on Metaurus’ 
patented methodology.  

 

The Dividend Component 

The Dividend Component delivers isolated exposure to the actual S&P 500 ordinary dividends paid over the next 
three years.1  To create this exposure the strategy uses a combination of S&P 500 Annual Dividend Futures contracts 
(first three maturities) and a portfolio of “Collateral” consisting of short-term US Treasuries (“USTs”) and cash and 
cash equivalents (“Cash”).   The notional value of the dividend futures contracts is collateralized by the USTs and 
Cash which is designed to offset any embedded leverage.  Thus, these collateralized futures contracts do not provide 
any leverage to the Strategy.  

 

1) – What are Dividend Futures Contracts?  

Dividend Futures are exchange-traded, cash-settled futures contracts that allow investors to take positions on, and 
obtain exposure to, the amount of future dividend payments.  Dividend futures are “contracts for difference,” which 
we will discuss below.  When you buy (or go long) a dividend future, you are entering into a contract whose final 
settlement value is determined at a specified, later date.  The final or settlement price of a dividend futures contract 
on that date is based on the actual dividends paid during the contract’s “settlement” or “measurement” period.  In 
the case of an annual dividend future, the settlement period extends for one year from mid-December to the following 
mid-December.  The table below illustrates the annual measurement periods for the S&P 500 Annual Dividend futures 
from 2021 through 2032.2   

 

Table 1. Dividend Futures Prices 

 
Source: Bloomberg 12/31/2021. 

 
1 Unless otherwise noted, references to dividends are to ordinary dividends, and not special dividends. 
 
2 In the case of dividend futures contracts, a “calendar year” is measured from the third Friday in one December to the third Friday in the 
next December.  E.g., the final settlement price of the 2022 S&P 500 Annual Dividend futures contract is determined on December 16, 
2022, and reflects actual dividends paid from December 20, 2021, through and including December 16, 2022.  

The Strategy utilizes the first three years of S&P 
500 Annual Dividend futures contracts. 
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2) – The Dividend Points Index – a Running Tally 

Dividend futures use a “dividend points index” as a reference.  The S&P 500 Dividend Points Index keeps a running 
tally of the dividends as they are paid by the companies in the S&P 500 Index, then converts them into S&P 500 
Dividend Index points.  The Dividend Points Index tallies the cumulative amount of S&P 500 dividends paid during 
the year, then at the end of the year (specifically, on the Monday after the third Friday in December), it resets to zero 
and the whole process starts again for the next year.  The final settlement value of each dividend futures contract 
equals the final value of the Dividend Points Index on its expiration date, reflecting the amount of actual dividends 
paid by the S&P 500 during the contract’s measurement period.  Figure 1 below, illustrates the S&P 500 Dividend 
Points Index since 2015.  

Figure 1. S&P 500 Dividend Points Index (Annual) 

 
Source: Bloomberg 12/17/21 

 

3) – What Does it Mean to Buy a Dividend Future and What is a Contract for Difference? 

Dividend futures are different from stocks or bonds.  When an investor buys a stock or a bond, they must pay the full 
cash price for it.  This is why stocks and bonds are often referred to as cash securities – because their full purchase 
price must be paid-for in cash.  Dividend futures are different.  When an investor buys a dividend future, no cash 
changes hands.  The only up-front money an investor must come up with is the margin required by the exchange 
where the futures contract is listed.  Margin requirements for dividend futures tend to be relatively low, in the range 
of 3%-5% of the notional size of the contract.  Meaning, if the notional price or size of the contract was $60, for 
example, the exchange would only require around $2 to be posted as collateral at the time of purchase to cover 
potential losses3.   

During the life of the contract, a dividend future is marked-to-market daily and all net gains or losses are settled daily 
in the holder’s margin account.  An investor must maintain a minimum balance in the margin account to cover 
potential losses on the futures contract.  This is how dividend futures provide leverage.  In this example, an investor 
could “pay” or pledge as little as $2 to control a $60 instrument.  Note: we will discuss this in greater detail below, 
but it is important to stress that the Strategy is designed to hold Collateral valued at approximately the full notional 
amount of the dividend future to offset any inherent leverage of that futures contract.   

Just as investors don’t pay the full cash price of the dividend future to own it, they don’t receive the cash price back 
when they sell it or when it matures.  Instead, what investors realize is the cash difference between the price at which 
they went long the dividend future and the price at which they sell it or the final settlement price if held to maturity.  
In the example, if the investor went long the dividend future for $60 and it matured (or was sold) for $65, the investor 

 
3 During the life of the futures contract, gains and losses are marked-to-market and settled daily.  Investors must, at all times, maintain a 
minimum level of cash in the margin account to cover potential losses that could occur on the next trading day.  
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would receive $5 in cash gains.  If, on the other hand, the investor went long the dividend future for $60 and it 
matured (or was sold) for $56, the investor would owe $4 cash to cover the loss in value.  This is why dividend futures 
are referred to as “contracts-for-difference.”   

 

4) – Combining the Dividend Futures and the Collateral to Replicate the S&P 500 Dividend 

As stated at the outset, the Dividend Component of the Strategy provides isolated exposure to a multiple of the actual 
S&P 500 ordinary dividend, without employing leverage.  It does this by combining long positions in dividend futures 
with approximately an equivalent notional amount of Collateral.  By being long Collateral in an amount equal to the 
notional value of the futures position, the Strategy achieves two important outcomes.  First, the Strategy offsets 
embedded leverage in the dividend futures position.  Second, combining a Cash position with a “contract for 
difference” (such as a dividend future) creates a blended position that simulates a cash security, such as a stock.  
Using the earlier example, being long a dividend futures contract for $60 and holding $60 in cash collateral can be 
viewed as economically equivalent to “investing” in that dividend amount for a purchase price of $60.   

Example:  If over the calendar measurement period for the dividend future, the actual dividends paid are $65, the 
value of the combined position at settlement will also be worth $65:  $60 of cash collateral plus $5 received from the 
net cash payout on settlement of the futures position ($60 + $5 = $65).  On the other hand, if over the calendar 
measurement period for the same dividend future, the actual dividends paid are $56, the value of the combined 
position will also be worth $56:  $60 of cash collateral minus $4 owed for the net cash “loss” settlement of the futures 
position ($60 - $4 = $56).   

It is important to note that the combined position of the dividend future and Collateral is marked-to-market each day.  
If the dividend futures position has a gain on the day, the amount of that gain is paid by the exchange and added to 
the Collateral pool.  If the dividend futures position experiences a loss on the day, then the amount of the loss is 
taken from the Collateral and delivered to the exchange to cover it.  This posting of daily gains and losses between 
the exchange and the investor does not trigger a tax event.  The key takeaway is that the value of the Collateral will, 
at all times, be approximately equal the ending day’s market value of the dividend futures position.   

Figure 2, below, illustrates how dividend futures positions and underlying Collateral are marked-to-market daily. Here 
we start out at T+0 with dividend futures and Collateral both worth $61.50.  Then, on T+1, the value of the dividend 
futures position increases $4.50 to $66.00.  Because futures positions are marked-to-market daily, the change in 
value of the underlying collateral is posted and increases to $66.00.  As shown, gains and losses are posted daily.     

 

Figure 2. Dividend Futures Positions Marked-to-Market 

 

This is how the Strategy replicates one unit of S&P 500 dividends.  Through this technique, the Strategy can allocate 
sufficient Collateral to support multiple dividend futures positions replicating multiple units of S&P 500 dividend 
exposure.  Regardless of how many units of dividend exposure the Strategy is targeting (e.g., 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, etc.), 
the Strategy is calibrated to (1) deliver a multiple of cash flow based on the actual dividends paid by the S&P 500 
and (2) deliver that multiple without employing any leverage. 
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5) – Unlocking Collateral as Actual Dividends are Realized 

The final element to examine is how the gradual realization of actual dividends paid during the measurement period 
of the dividend futures contract enables the Strategy to make periodic distributions (generally quarterly) based on 
actual S&P 500 dividends in the period.  Remember, the dividend futures positions and their associated collateral 
are marked-to-market and settled each day as described above.  During the life of the contract, the Dividend Points 
Index is tallying the actual dividends paid by the S&P 500 each day.  This means that every day, based on actual 
dividends paid, the dividend points index “locks-in” a portion of the final settlement value of that year’s dividend 
futures contract.  The portion of the contract’s final value that has been locked-in no longer needs to be collateralized 
since it is no longer at risk, freeing up collateral for distribution.   

Consider, for example, the 2021 Annual Dividend Futures Contract.  By June 30, 2021, the S&P 500 had already 
paid $30.80 in dividends since the start of the contract period, December 21,2020.  The market price of the futures 
contract on that date was $59.80.  Of the $59.80 in market value, $30.80 had already been “locked-in”, leaving only 
$29.00 of market value “at risk”.  Because $29.00 of Collateral was all that was required to fully secure the at-risk 
market value left in the futures contract, then $30.80 ($59.80 - $29.00 = $30.80) in Collateral would have been 
available to be distributed to investors in the Strategy.   

 

Figure 3.  

Figure 3 is a hypothetical example that illustrates how 
the market price of the dividend futures contract (blue 
line) converges with the actual amount of dividends 
paid on the S&P 500 on the date of the contract’s 
maturity (red line, i.e., the Dividend Points Index).   

Figure 3 also illustrates the key, inverse relationship 
between the required futures collateral (gray-shaded 
area), and the funds available for distribution (orange-
shaded area).  As actual S&P 500 dividends are paid, 
the cash held as collateral to support those futures 
positions (gray) is freed-up and can then be distributed 
to investors (orange).   

 

 

6) – Conclusion 

In this primer, we have discussed the following key understandings about Dividend Futures and how they function 
within the Dividend Component of the Metaurus Dividend Multiplier Strategy: 

1) Dividend futures are contracts for difference that require no up-front cash to buy. 
2) Dividend futures settle based on a dividend points index that tracks the actual dividends paid by the 

S&P 500. 
3) The combination of Collateral plus a dividend futures contract simulates an equivalent cash long 

position in S&P 500 dividends, and does so without any leverage, like a stock in this sense. 
4) During the course of the year, as actual S&P 500 dividends are realized, the final settlement price of 

the current year’s dividend future is locked-in, freeing up cash collateral for distribution to investors 
based on actual S&P 500 dividends paid in the current year. 
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Terms and Disclaimers  
  
This document is for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer to sell or as a solicitation of 
an offer to buy any financial product, or as an official statement of Metaurus Advisors LLC or any of its affiliates 
(collectively, “Metaurus”).  It is not a recommendation of an investment strategy, or investment, tax, or legal 
advice.  Recipients should not rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific advice from their own 
professional investment, tax or legal advisors. There shall not be any offer or sale of securities in any jurisdiction in 
which, or to any person to which, such an offer, solicitation, or sale would be unlawful, or unauthorized.    
  
Metaurus does not make any representations regarding, or assumes any responsibility for, the accuracy, reliability, 
or applicability of, any information, calculations contained herein, or of any underlying information, calculations, 
estimates, or projections contained or reflected herein. Metaurus and its affiliates assume no obligation to update or 
otherwise revise these materials. See metaurus.com/disclosures for additional terms that are incorporated by 
reference here.  This information is not intended for distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such 
distribution would be contrary to local law or regulation. Metaurus, its employees, affiliates, and clients may have 
positions in and may affect transactions in the markets, contracts, and related investments different than described 
in this information. Although this information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, its accuracy and 
completeness are not guaranteed, and no warranties are made regarding this information or results obtained by its 
use. Metaurus disclaims any liability arising out of your use of, or any tax position taken in reliance on, such 
information.   
  
Forward-looking statements and assumptions are Metaurus' current estimates or expectations of future events or 
future results based upon proprietary research and should not be construed as an estimate or promise of results that 
a portfolio or investment may achieve. Actual results could differ materially from the results indicated by this 
information. Performance-related figures included in this information do not show actual performance and are for 
illustrative purposes only. This information does not reflect the cost and risks of implementing the strategies that 
include actual trading, liquidity constraints, securities-related risks specific to using derivatives such as futures, fees, 
expenses, taxes, and other factors that could impact returns and result in investment losses.  An investor's actual 
results may differ significantly and materially from the expectations and forecasts contained here. The assumptions, 
views, opinions, techniques, and forecasts noted are subject to change without notice. All investing is subject to risk, 
including the possible loss of an investment.  
  
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index performance does not reflect any management fees, 
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Index returns 
are for illustrative purposes only.  
  
  
© 2022 Metaurus Advisors LLC. See www.metaurus.com for more information.  
 

S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC, and Dow Jones® is a registered 
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC. The Licensed Content is not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or 
promoted by S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties. 
 


